
How To
Organize Your 
Community?

There’s something you want to change.

It’s relatively simple to get a small group of people 
mobilized to march, picket or vote against something…

Organizing has to do more. It focuses on the development 
of leaders, on building community + power.

Community engagement and outreach
Visioning and setting goals
Maintain a seat at the table
Keep the decision makers accountable

The squeaky wheel gets the grease!
Hold decision makers accountable
Make some noise…
If you want to make a difference at the local level, 
KEEP IT LOCAL!

Why organize?

What can we learn from planners? What can we learn from political organizers?

So you 

want to 

orga
nize!
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Let’s get 
started

Find some
allies

Map your
community’s
assets

Define the
issue

Get moving...
create an

 action plan

Pull it into
action...
mobilize
people!

Set Your Approach. There’s no “one size fits all” approach.

Start by asking a few questions:
    What are you trying to change?
    Who can help you?
    How will you engage the community?

Kick things off
    Agree on some guiding principles
    Set a code of conduct / rules for behavior
    Decide how you want to community with members
    Determine roles
    Hold a kick-off meeting
    Settle on a name, brand your group

Let’s Get Started

So you want to organize!
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Your issues should match your community. Communities 
are multi-faceted and diverse. The issues you want to 
address should be as well.

Ask some questions:
    What are you trying to solve?
    What are the key issues impacting your community?
    How will you engage the community?
        Litter and dumping?
        Quality education?
        Lack of access to transportation?
        Safety?
        Other?

Define the Issue2

Know the di�erence between a problem and an issue

An issue will:
    be based on a larger community need
    result in real improvement in people’s lives
    give people a sense of their own power
    build leadership
    be consistent with your goals and vision



see Identifying 
Neighborhood 
Strengths tool for more
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Community asset mapping helps you 
see existing networks in your community. 

Guiding questions:
    What is the cultural landscape??
    What organizations serve your community?
    Who are the decision makers?
    What are the local institutions?
    What gifts do people bring?

Map Your Community’s Assets3
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see Action Plan + Process Mapping tool for more
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What is an action plan? It’s a roadmap!

Solidify goals
    What are you trying to accomplish?
    Identify short-term victories (small wins) that can help      
    you on your way to achieving longer-term goals
    Paint a picture of what is possible.

Action step / tactics
    What are the specific steps that will get you to your goal?
    Should be flexible and creative

Potential resources
    What resources do you already have (see your “assets map”)
    What resources do you need? (ie, funds to hold an event, etc.)
   
Timeline
    Identify the desired end date
    Set deadlines for each action step
    Helps you stay on track

Key players
    Who are the decision makers? (see Power Mapping)
    Who are potential allies?
    Who might oppose you? Can they become a potential ally

Get Moving - 
Create an Action Plan
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Who can help you achieve your goal?

    Who represents your community?
    What media covers your community?
    Create coalitions –find opportunities to partner with 
    existing organizations
        You are more powerful by working together! (see   
        website on *Creating and maintaining Coalitions & 
        Partnerships)

Find Some Allies5
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Pull it Into Action - 
Mobilize people!

Get your message out there
    People are your most important source of power
    Often, the community doesn’t realize there is an issue, so it’s 
    important to find ways to engage with them on a level that 
    resonates

Outreach, outreach, outreach
    There is no “one size fits all” approach
    Take what you learned during asset mapping, to inform how you 
    will reach people
    Each community is unique, so your strategies must be unique
    Find creative ways to engage with your community

Keep people motivated
    To keep people engaged, they have to anticipate success in the 
    not too distant future..
    Go for some small wins
    Give participants a taste of success
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“The only way for communities to 
build long-term power is by 
organizing people and money 
around a common vision.” -Barack 
Obama (Community Organizer)

“



Participatory Asset Mapping - A Community Research Lab 
Toolkit (2012): 
http://www.communityscience.com/knowledge4equity/AssetMappingToolkit.pdf

Take Action, Create Change: A Community Organizing 
Toolkit - 
http://www.racialequitytools.org/resourcefiles/LCAT_Take_Action_Create_Change_-_Co
mmunity_Organizing_Toolkit.pdf

*Creating and maintaining Coalitions & Partnerships
https://ctb.ku.edu/en/creating-and-maintaining-coalitions-and-partnerships

Online Toolkits

Notes


